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Abstract
It was recently discovered that molecular ionization at high x-ray intensity is enhanced, in com-
parison with that of isolated atoms, through a phenomenon called CREXIM (charge-rearrangement-
enhanced x-ray ionization of molecules). X-ray absorption selectively ionizes heavy atoms within
molecules, triggering electron transfer from neighboring atoms to the heavy atom sites and en-
abling further ionization there. The present theoretical study demonstrates that the CREXIM
effect increases with the size of the molecule, as a consequence of increased intramolecular electron
transfer from the larger molecular constituents attached to the heavy atoms. We compare x-ray
multiphoton ionization dynamics of xenon, iodomethane, and iodobenzene after interacting with
an intense x-ray pulse. Although their photoionization cross sections are similar, iodomethane and
iodobenzene molecules are more ionized than xenon atoms. Moreover, we predict that the average
total charge of iodobenzene is much larger than that of iodomethane, because of the large num-
ber of electrons in the benzene ring. The positive charges transferred from the iodine site to the
benzene ring are redistributed such that the higher carbon charges are formed at the far end from
the iodine site. Our first-principles calculations provide fundamental insights into the interaction
of molecules with x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) pulses. These insights need to be taken into
account for interpreting and designing future XFEL experiments.
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X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) have opened new horizons for studying the structure
and dynamics of matter with femtosecond temporal and atomic spatial resolution [1–3]. With
the rapid advance in XFEL technology, the peak intensity already exceeds 1020 W/cm2 in
the hard x-ray regime [4]. At extremely high x-ray intensity, it is crucial to understand
the nonlinear interaction of atoms [5–9], molecules [10–17], and clusters [18–20] with x-
ray fields. The interaction between matter and intense x-ray pulses can be described by
the multiphoton multiple ionization dynamics model. An x-ray photon ionizes an atomic
inner-shell electron, followed by relaxation processes. During the intense x-ray pulse the
photoionization and accompanying processes repeat sequentially. This ionization model has
been verified for atomic systems with a series of gas-phase XFEL experiments [5, 7, 8].
When a molecule is irradiated by x rays, they mainly interact with heavy atoms within
the molecule, because their photoionization cross section is much higher than that of light
atoms. It had been widely believed that ionization dynamics of a molecule exposed to XFEL
irradiation is similar to that of an isolated atom whose cross section is comparable to the
molecule [12–15]. This expectation turned out to be valid in the low-fluence regime. For
example, the total molecular ionization of methylselenol (CH3SeH) at low x-ray intensity,
where single-photon absorption is dominant, was found to be similar to the atomic ionization
of Kr under the same x-ray beam conditions [12]. In contrast, molecular ionization at high
x-ray intensity, where multiphoton absorption becomes dominant, is fundamentally different
from atomic ionization. A recent XFEL experiment on iodomethane [17] demonstrated that
the total molecular charge is much higher than the sum of the atomic charges within the
independent-atom model. Theory [17, 21] explained that the molecular ionization enhance-
ment is due to recurrent charge rearrangement upon each x-ray absorption event. In the
molecular case, an x-ray-irradiated heavy atom pulls in electrons from neighboring atoms
and ejects the electrons from there, acting like a molecular black hole [22].
This striking feature of molecular ionization enhancement at high x-ray intensity invokes
immediate questions. Is this effect more pronounced for larger molecular systems? How
much and how far does it affect neighboring atoms as a function of distance? Understanding
the dynamical behavior of heavy-atom-containing molecules is critical for serial femtosecond
crystallography [23, 24] and single-particle imaging [25–27], where ultrashort and ultrain-
tense x-ray pulses are desirable. In particular, it has been proposed to take advantage of
severe radiation damage on heavy atoms for novel phasing methods [28, 29]. Knowledge on
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how ionization dynamics of heavy atoms occur and how much they would affect neighboring
atoms provides invaluable insight for successful x-ray molecular-imaging experiments.
In this article, we report a dramatic enhancement of ionization in molecules containing a
mixture of light and heavy atomic species when they are exposed to ultraintense, ultrashort
hard x-ray pulses. The ionization of an iodobenzene (C6H5I) molecule irradiated by an
XFEL pulse is theoretically investigated and compared with the ionization of an iodomethane
(CH3I) molecule and a xenon (Xe) atom, demonstrating that a larger molecule with a bigger
electron reservoir gets more ionized and illustrating how induced charges are redistributed
within the molecule.
In the calculation, we use the newly developed ab initio toolkit xmolecule [21, 30]. This
toolkit solves the electronic structure of molecules based on the Hartree-Fock-Slater method
and simulates the multiphoton multiple ionization dynamics by solving a set of coupled rate
equations. The electronic structure, transition rates, and cross sections are calculated for
every multiple-hole electronic configuration that may be formed during the interaction with
an intense x-ray pulse. The number of coupled rate equations involved in deep inner-shell
ionization dynamics of C5H6I is about 9×1021, which can only be treated by employing
the Monte Carlo on-the-fly technique [8]. For comparison, in the case of CH3I, ∼2×1014
coupled rate equations had to be solved [17]. To achieve efficient calculation of molecular
multiple-hole states, we use core-hole-adapted numerical atomic orbitals as basis functions,
which are optimized for the respective atomic core-hole states by using xatom [31]. At
every single ionization step, these basis functions and molecular orbitals are re-optimized.
This re-optimization models charge rearrangement within the molecule during the ionization
dynamics. The numerical basis set used in our calculations is constructed using a minimal
basis set plus 5d, 6s, 6p, and 6d basis functions on iodine. For details of the re-optimization
scheme and the basis set convergence, see the Appendices A and B. The x-ray photon energy
is 8.3 keV, the pulse duration is 30 fs full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and the fluence
is varied up to 5×1012 photons/µm2, corresponding to a peak intensity of 2×1019 W/cm2.
In the ionization dynamics simulation, 13 fluence points are considered (0.1, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0,
1.2, 1.4, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0×1012 photons/µm2) and 39–112 Monte Carlo
trajectories are obtained per fluence point. The molecular geometry of iodobenzene is taken
from Ref. [32] and that of iodomethane from Ref. [33]. In the present work, nuclear dynamics
are not considered because ultrafast ionization dynamics are not much affected by nuclear
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Figure 1. (Color online) Average total molecular charge of iodobenzene calculated using the full
molecular model and within the independent-atom model. The error bars represent the statistical
uncertainty of the data.
motion [17]. See the Appendix C for further discussion of the effect of nuclear dynamics.
Resonance and relativistic effects are not included because their impact on the ionization
dynamics at 8.3 keV is minimal [9].
In Fig. 1, we show the average total molecular charge after the interaction of iodobenzene
with the XFEL pulse as a function of fluence, calculated for two different models. The
iodobenzene total charge (red) indicates the full molecular model given by xmolecule,
while the independent-atom model (black) shows the sum of the individual atomic charges
of six carbons, five hydrogens, and one iodine, each of which is calculated using xatom. In
the low-fluence regime (around 1011 photons/µm2), there is almost no difference between the
full molecular model and the independent-atom model. As the fluence increases, however, the
discrepancy between them becomes noticeable and the molecular effect clearly enhances the
total molecular charge. At the maximum fluence we considered (5×1012 photons/µm2), the
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average total molecular charge is +66, whereas the independent-atom model gives +46, so
the discrepancy between them is 20 charges. This dramatic enhancement of ionization can be
explained by charge-rearrangement-enhanced x-ray ionization of molecules (CREXIM) [17].
Hard x-ray photons are absorbed almost exclusively by the iodine atom, because its cross
section is much larger than that of the light atoms (σI=0.052 Mb, σC=7.5×10−5 Mb,
σH=8.5×10−9 Mb at 8.3 keV). A deep inner-shell vacancy after photoionization at iodine
induces an Auger cascade, ejecting several electrons and yielding a highly charged iodine
ion. The resulting charge imbalance between iodine and neighboring light atoms drives
charge rearrangement via the chemical bonding network, i.e., electron transfer from the
phenyl group to the iodine site. Those electrons, which would not be directly photoionized
at the light-atom sites, are available for further photoionization at the iodine site. Repeated
photoionization at iodine and intramolecular charge transfer from the light atoms to iodine
result in more ionization than in the case of independent atoms. The CREXIM mechanism
has been proposed for H2O [21] and quantitatively confirmed with experiment for CH3I [17].
The CREXIM effect manifests itself not only in the produced charges, but also in electron
and fluorescence spectra [34]. In our calculations, charge rearrangement is described via
instantaneous orbital relaxation upon sequential ionization and molecular Auger decay [21].
We do not take into account coherent electron motion [35, 36]. It must be expected that
tracing over the large number of electrons ejected suppresses the fingerprints of electronic
coherence.
To further inspect the CREXIM mechanism, we examine how the positive charges (holes)
are redistributed inside the benzene ring after electrons have been transferred to the iodine
atom. Figure 2 shows the partial charges of (a) carbons and (b) hydrogens as a function of
fluence, in order to identify the charge distribution in the phenyl group. Note that all these
positive charges on the light atoms are almost exclusively produced by charge rearrangement
rather than by direct photoionization. C1 indicates the carbon atom attached to iodine. C2
and C3 are the next closest carbon atoms to iodine. C4 and C5 are farther away, and C6
represents the carbon atom farthest from iodine. Figure 2(a) shows that the partial charges
divide the carbon atoms into two groups: those closer to iodine (C1, C2, and C3) and those
farther away from iodine (C4, C5, and C6). Surprisingly, the carbons at the remote end get
more ionized than the carbons at the near end. This is somewhat counterintuitive because
one might expect that charge transfer would occur more effectively when the carbon atom
6
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Figure 2. (Color online) Average partial charge of (a) carbon and (b) hydrogen as a function of
fluence for C6H5I molecules. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainty of the data. The
atomic labels employed are indicated in the shown structure of C6H5I.
involved in the charge transfer is closer to iodine. However, high positive charges on carbon
and iodine have a strong Coulomb repulsion, and an energetically more stable configuration
is obtained when they are separated by a larger internuclear distance. Therefore, after
charge redistribution inside the benzene ring, more positive partial charges are formed at
carbons farther away from iodine. The charge fluctuation of the carbon group at the near
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end might be attributed to low statistics reflected by large error bars. In Fig. 2(b), there
is no difference in hydrogen partial charges for different locations. As the fluence increases,
the hydrogen atoms always get charged to +1, no matter which carbon they are attached
to.
In the upper panels of Fig. 3, we show the time evolution of the partial charges of iodine
and the carbons as iodobenzene is irradiated by hard x-ray pulses at (a) high fluence (5×1012
photons/µm2) and (b) low fluence (4×1011 photons/µm2). The carbon partial charges are
summed into two groups, the one closer to iodine (C1+C2+C3; red) and the other farther
from iodine (C4+C5+C6; green). The Gaussian-shaped pulse is also plotted with a gray area
as a reference. During the whole interaction process of the iodobenzene molecule with the
x-ray pulse, the iodine charge increases continuously and arrives at the maximum towards
the end of the pulse. After the end of the pulse the charge stays constant. In Fig. 3(a), the
carbon atoms reach their final charges much earlier than the iodine charge and well before
the peak of the x-ray pulse, which is a similar trend as observed for iodomethane under the
same x-ray beam conditions (Fig. 4 in Ref. [17]). For the low-fluence case in Fig. 3(b), the
time scales of iodine and carbon charge dynamics are similar, but their final charges are not
as high as in the high-fluence case, which will result in slower Coulomb explosion dynamics.
Therefore, for the short pulses considered here, the charge rearrangement dynamics are
completed before considerable molecular dissociation occurs (see the Appendix C), which
makes CREXIM relatively insensitive to nuclear dynamics.
The lower panels of Fig. 3 show snapshots of the electron density for the (c) low- and
(d) high-fluence cases. One can clearly see that all hydrogens lose one electron for both
cases and the carbons farther away from iodine lose more electrons than the ones closer to
iodine for the high-fluence case. The evolution of the electron density illustrates that, for a
medium-sized molecule containing a heavy atom like iodobenzene, the electronic radiation
damage occurs globally, i.e., over the whole molecule, rather than locally at the heavy atom
and its vicinity. Note that the final states of (c) and (d) are far from the electronic ground
state for the corresponding charge state. For instance, the electronic ground state of Q=60
[the final charge of (d)] is a state in which all remaining electrons are located at the iodine
site, due to the strong Coulomb potential from iodine. The electron density plot of the
final state of (d), however, shows a significant contribution of electron density on the phenyl
group. Since there are huge potential barriers among highly charged ions, electrons from
8
Figure 3. (Color online) Time evolution of partial charges and snapshots of electron density of
iodobenzene at selected times during the pulse exposure. (a,b) Partial charges of iodine (magenta)
and summed partial charges of the carbon atoms, C1+C2+C3 (red) and C4+C5+C6 (green), as
a function of time at the fluence of (a) 5×1012 photons/µm2 and (b) 4×1011 photons/µm2. The
solid lines show the average partial charge, the colored areas indicate the range between the upper
and lower quartiles of the partial charge distribution. The gray area indicates the envelope of the
pulse. (c,d) Snapshots of the electron density at selected times t for typical trajectories at the
fluence of (c) 4×1011 photons/µm2 and (d) 5×1012 photons/µm2. Q indicates the total charge of
the molecule at time t.
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Figure 4. (Color online) Average final charge of xenon, iodomethane, and iodobenzene at 8.3 keV
as a function of fluence.
the phenyl group cannot be fully transferred to iodine. Also note that the electron density
snapshots shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d) are obtained from one exemplary trajectory each.
The electron density has broad fluctuations for different trajectories, as may be anticipated
based on the fluctuations of the partial charges in Figs. 3(a) and (b).
It has been speculated that the CREXIM effect becomes stronger for larger polyatomic
systems where more electrons can be transferred from neighboring atoms to the x-ray-
absorbing site [17]. Bearing in mind that absorption of hard x rays by light atoms is almost
negligible, the calculated absorption cross sections for Xe, CH3I, and C6H5I at 8.3 keV are
very similar (0.056 Mb, 0.052 Mb, and 0.053 Mb, respectively). The experimental charge-
state distributions (CSD) of the xenon ions and the iodine ions emitted from CH3I and
C6H5I under the same experimental conditions were very similar (Fig. 1 in Ref. [17]). Com-
bined with the fact that very high iodine charges are detected along with carbon charges of
+4 for the CH3I case, the similarity of the CSD of heavy-atom ion fragments implies that
the sum of all fragment charges for C6H5I could be much larger than that for CH3I, but no
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verification had been made until now. The present study confirms this earlier speculation
by demonstrating a stronger ionization for the larger molecule. Figure 4 shows the aver-
age total molecular charge as a function of fluence for Xe, CH3I, and C6H5I. The average
charges for the three species are similar in the low-fluence regime (<5×1011 photons/µm2),
while they deviate from each other as the fluence increases. At the highest fluence used in
our calculation (5×1012 photons/µm2), the average charge of Xe is +46, while the average
total molecular charge of CH3I reaches +54 (17% enhancement in comparison with the Xe
case) [17]. Moreover, the average total molecular charge of C6H5I is +66 (43% enhance-
ment). This enormous ionization enhancement is due to the larger number of electrons on
the phenyl (–C6H5) group in comparison to the methyl (–CH3) group. Our results demon-
strate that the larger the molecule, the stronger is the CREXIM effect and the more severe
is the high-intensity radiation damage to the molecule.
The CREXIM effect is a new aspect for a quantitative understanding of electronic radia-
tion damage to molecules in x-ray imaging, which is fundamentally different from electronic
radiation damage to isolated atoms. Another important source of radiation damage in ex-
tended systems is electron impact ionization [18, 37, 38]. X-ray multiphoton absorption by
a heavy atom within a molecule produces multiple photo- and Auger electrons with kinetic
energies ranging from a few hundred eV to a few keV, which cause impact ionization to
neighboring atoms. These two effects of impact ionization and CREXIM enhance the degree
of ionization in extended systems. Here, the heavy atom functions both as an ionization
catalyst through CREXIM and as an electron source for impact ionization. It is expected
that both CREXIM and impact ionization effects increase for larger molecules. The former
is demonstrated by the present work and the latter is because its probability per electron
is given by p = 1 − e−x/λ, where x is the distance traveled and λ is the mean free path.
For neutral bulk protein, the effective electron mean free path is about 10–20 Å for electron
kinetic energies in the range from 100 to 1000 eV [38], and the impact ionization probability
is less than ∼40% when the distance is less than half of the mean free path. In our study,
the size of iodobenzene is about 6 Å, which is smaller than the effective mean free path;
thus no impact ionization is considered. Hence, it would seem that CREXIM dominates
on short length scales, while impact ionization dominates on longer length scales. Thus,
one might expect a transition of the radiation damage mechanism from CREXIM to im-
pact ionization, as a function of the distance from the heavy atom position. The present
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work, however, indicates that CREXIM does not show an inverse relation with respect to
the distance. Instead, we find the opposite trend: the longer the distance from the heavy
atom, the higher the positive charge of the carbons in the benzene ring. In order to better
understand radiation damage dynamics of larger heavy-atom-containing molecules, it will
be imperative to include impact ionization and to investigate the distance-dependence and
the chemical-environment-dependence of the CREXIM effect in a systematic manner.
In summary, we have performed first-principles calculations of ionization dynamics of
iodobenzene irradiated by an ultrashort and ultraintense hard x-ray pulse. We have found a
significant enhancement of molecular ionization when a molecule consists of a mixture of light
and heavy atoms. The mechanism of this ionization enhancement is called CREXIM, which
is characterized by sequential multiphoton ionization at a heavy atom site and intramolecular
electron transfer from light atoms to the heavy atom. After electron transfer, the positive
charges formed in the benzene ring are redistributed such that the carbons positioned at a
longer distance from iodine are more charged than those located closer to iodine. Through
comparison of the average total charges of Xe, CH3I, and C6H5I at high x-ray intensity,
we have found that the CREXIM effect becomes stronger as the molecular size increases.
This CREXIM effect has not yet been taken into account in existing computer programs
for simulating the interaction of x rays with matter [39–42]. Our work presents illuminating
insights as to how electronic radiation damage occurs in heavy-atom-containing molecules,
and therefore, we expect it to be of significance to XFEL applications.
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Appendix A: Re-optimization of molecular orbitals at each ionization step
During the consecutive ionization steps, molecular orbitals (MOs) are re-optimized for
the new electronic configuration employing a variant of the maximum overlap method [30].
For the repeated self-consistent field (SCF) calculation, we employ averaged fractional occu-
pation numbers for nearly degenerate MOs, which are particularly useful for deep inner-shell
vacancies on the iodine atom. In the case that the SCF calculation fails to converge, we try
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to smoothly adapt the occupation number to the new configuration in fractional steps. If
this procedure still fails, we additionally employ averaged fractional occupation numbers for
open inner shells that have become localized on the iodine atom during multiple ionization.
If all these procedures fail to obtain a converged solution in the SCF procedure, then we
proceed with MOs optimized from the previous step. The last case happens in about 15%
of all the ionization steps in our calculations.
Appendix B: Basis set convergence
Figure A1. Basis-set-dependence of the total molecular charge of C6H5I calculated at
3×1012 photons/µm2. The basis-set label of AsBpCd indicates that the numbers of s, p, and
d atomic subshells are A, B, and C, respectively. The basis sets labeled on the x-axis are used for
iodine, while the minimal basis set is used for carbon and hydrogen, except for the last one where
7s6p5d for iodine and 3s2p1d for carbon are used.
The CREXIM effect is driven by intramolecular electron transfer via the chemical bonding
network. During multiple ionization dynamics induced by an intense x-ray pulse, highly
charged atomic ions are formed, and the atomic orbitals, which we employ as basis functions,
shrink in size. Hence, potentially small overlaps among atomic orbitals from highly charged
atomic species require using sufficiently diffuse basis functions. In Fig. A1, we test the
convergence of the molecular total charge calculated at 3×1012 photons/µm2 with different
basis sets. We start with the basis set 6s5p2d, which is constructed with the minimal basis
set for iodine (5s4p2d) plus atomic orbitals corresponding to the 6s and 6p subshells. The
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number of basis functions is calculated as follows: one function per s-type atomic subshell,
three functions per p-type atomic subshell, and five functions per d-type atomic subshell.
For example, the iodine label of 6s5p2d gives NI=31 (= 6+5× 3+2× 5) basis functions for
iodine. Along the x-axis of Fig. A1, the number of basis functions used for iodine increases
according to the iodine basis-set label. A general trend is that the total charge increases
as the number of basis functions increases. However, the calculated total charge peaks
with 6s5p4d and 7s6p5d, illustrating that it is sensitive to the inclusion of d-type atomic
orbitals, i.e., polarization functions for the I–C bonding. Adding more diffuse s-type and
p-type functions, for example, 10s9p2d, 11s10p2d, 12s11p2d, and 13s12p2d, does not alter
the calculated total charge that much. It is worthwhile to note that the calculated total
charge is about +54 with a statistical error of ±2, and it fluctuates by about ±6 (∼11%)
depending on the basis set. Therefore, we chose 6s5p4d for iodine, corresponding to the
minimal basis set (5s4p2d) plus one more s-type (6s), one more p-type (6p), and two more
d-type (5d and 6d) subshells, in all the calculations shown in the main text. The minimal
basis set is used for carbon (2s1p) and hydrogen (1s), so the total number of basis functions
used in all the calculations for C6H5I is 76 (= 6NC + 5NH +NI = 6× 5 + 5× 1 + 41).
Appendix C: Effect of nuclear dynamics
For a large system like C6H5I, carrying out simulations including nuclear dynamics is
beyond the current computational capabilities of ab initio calculations. For the smaller CH3I
molecule, however, it is possible to conduct the full simulation including the nuclear dynamics
and to directly compare the results with and without nuclear dynamics, as demonstrated in
the Extended Data Figure 3 in Ref. [17]. As can be seen in that figure, the effect of nuclear
dynamics on the total molecular charge is marginal, which is attributed to the fact that
the charge rearrangement occurs at very early times during the pulse, where the distance
between C and I is still relatively small.
In order to inspect the interplay between nuclear dynamics and ionization dynamics
for larger systems, we here employ a simplified Coulomb explosion model, in which the
atomic positions are propagated classically with Coulomb forces among the charges created
on the atoms. Instead of employing an instantaneous build-up of atomic charges, which
would overestimate the speed of the dissociation dynamics, we employ the time-dependent
14
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Figure A2. Time evolution of the average C–I bond distance. The solid line is obtained from the full
ionization and nuclear dynamics calculation using xmolecule [17], while the dashed line is com-
puted from the simplified Coulomb explosion model. The fluence is fixed at 5× 1012 photons/µm2.
The shaded gray area represents a Gaussian pulse envelope of 30 fs FWHM.
partial charges on the atoms extracted from xmolecule calculations and plug them into
the Coulomb explosion model as an input. To validate this approach, we compare its results
with the full ionization and nuclear dynamics calculation for CH3I [17]. Figure A2 shows
the time-dependent C–I bond distance change at 5 × 1012 photons/µm2 for both the full
simulation (xmolecule) and the Coulomb explosion model. The full dynamics calculation
is taken from Fig. 4(b) in Ref. [17], and the Coulomb explosion model is based on the
gradual build-up of average partial charges extracted from Fig. 4(a) in Ref. [17]. We ignore
negative partial charges that occur in the initially neutral molecule. As shown in Fig. A2, the
simplified Coulomb explosion model reproduces the full dynamics calculation in the CH3I
case.
Based on the good agreement for CH3I, we perform the same Coulomb explosion model
calculation for C6H5I, where the full dynamics calculation is not available. Figure A3 displays
charge rearrangement dynamics and estimated nuclear dynamics of C6H5I together. Here we
focus on the C–I bond distance of the carbon atom close to the iodine atom, C1 (red), and
the carbon atom at the opposite end of the molecule, C6 (blue). The time-dependent C–I
bond distances, as plotted using dashed lines in Figs. A3(a) 5× 1012 photons/µm2 and (b)
4×1011 photons/µm2, are calculated using the Coulomb explosion model with the charging-
up information of all individual atoms—the iodine charge and the sum of carbon charges
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Figure A3. Time evolution of charge rearrangement and estimated nuclear motion of C6H5I. The
former is represented by the time derivative of the average charge of carbon (solid line) and the
latter is calculated using the Coulomb explosion model (dashed line). The red color is for C1 and
the blue color is for C6. The fluence used is (a) 5×1012 photons/µm2 and (b) 4×1011 photons/µm2.
are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Note that at 5 × 1012 photons/µm2 the distance of C1–I
in the C6H5I molecule evolves considerably slower than the corresponding C–I distance in
CH3I. This is because the charge is effectively distributed within the benzene ring and the
individual atom feels a much lower Coulomb force. Furthermore, the C1 atom is partially
pushed back by the charge that is built up on the other carbon atoms.
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Figure A4. Time evolution of average C1 and C6 partial charges. The dotted line is extracted from
xmolecule calculations, and the solid line represents the fitting function from Eq. (C1).
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In the same figure, the charge rearrangement dynamics are represented by the time deriva-
tive of the partial carbon charges. To achieve better visibility, the time evolution of the par-
tial charges of the C1 and C6 components from Figs. 3(a) and (b) are fitted to the following
function,
Qt0,τ (t) = qi +
qf − qi
2
[
1 + erf
(√
4 ln 2(t− t0)
τ
)]
, (C1)
where qi is the initial charge as t → −∞ and qf is the final charge as t → +∞. Here, the
time shift t0 and the width τ (FWHM) are varied to fit the ionization dynamics of C1 and
C6. Figure A4 shows how the fitting procedure works for the C1 and C6 partial charges.
Note that a similar ionization-dynamics modeling approach was proposed in Ref. [15] with
a different fitting function. The time derivative of Eq. (C1) is given by
d
dt
Qt0,τ (t) =
qf − qi
τ
√
4 ln 2
pi
e−4 ln 2(t−t0)
2/τ2 , (C2)
which is plotted using solid lines in Figs. A3(a) and (b). From this time-derivative plot,
one can easily read out when the charging-up dynamics of carbon starts and saturates, i.e.,
the time scale of the charge rearrangement dynamics. For example, the charge of C6 in
Fig. A3(a) is developed starting at ∼−30 fs and ending at ∼10 fs. Thus, the charge transfer
to C6 at 5× 1012 photons/µm2 is terminated at ∼10 fs, when the C–I distance is elongated
by ∼10 Å. For C1, the charge transfer is terminated earlier and the nuclear dynamics is
slower than for C6. For both cases, the charge rearrangement occurs at very early times
before the molecule breaks apart considerably. At low fluence of 4× 1011 photons/µm2, the
charge rearrangement occurs late in the pulse, but the bond distance is increased by only
a few Å. Therefore, for the x-ray beam parameters under consideration, it is unlikely that
the nuclear motion influences the charge rearrangement dynamics, and thus the CREXIM
effect is unlikely to be affected by the nuclear dynamics.
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